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Abstract 
We investigate the potential for efficient implementation f two-step Runge-Kutta methods (TSRK), a new class of 
methods introduced recently by Jaekiewicz and Tracogna for numerical integration of ordinary differential equations. 
The implementation issues addressed are the local error estimation, changing stepsize using Nordsieck technique and 
construction of interpolants. The numerical experiments indicate that the constructed error estimates are very reliable in a 
fixed and variable stepsize nvironment. 
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I. Introduction 
Recently, Jackiewicz and Tracogna [14] introduced the class of two-step Runge-Kutta methods 
for ordinary differential equations 
y'(x) = f (y (x ) ) ,  x E [x0,X], 
(1) 
y(xo) = yo. 
These methods have the form 
s 
yjnl = ujyn-l + (1 - uj)yn + h Z(a jk f (  Y~ n-l]) + bjkf (Y[kn])), 
k=l  
s 
Y.+, = qY.-i + (1 - q)y. + h ~--~(vjf(Y) "-~1) + w~f(Yj!"l)), (2) 
j= l  
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j=  1,2,...,s, n = 1,2... ,N, Nh =X-Xo .  Here Yn is an approximation to y(xn) and the stage values 
Y)"] are approximations (possibly of low order) to y(xn + cjh), j - -  1,2,... ,s, where y is the exact 
solution to (1). 
The idea of combining traditional one-step methods with traditional multistep methods is very 
natural and has been followed by many people over the last 30 years. Examples are given by the 
Modified Multistep methods [3, 10, 11]. 
A special class of two-step Runge-Kutta methods was also introduced and studied in [8, 18, 12, 13]. 
The methods introduced by Jackiewicz and Tracogna differ from this class in the sense that the 
stage values of the previous step appear also in the computation of the stage values at the current 
step. 
All these methods belong to the class of general linear methods introduced in [4]. Others several 
special classes of general linear methods have been investigated, including cyclic composite methods 
[9], variable step explicit Nordsieck methods [2], diagonally implicit multi-stage methods [5-7]. 
The presence of additional parameters in (2), compared with traditional Runge-Kutta or TSRK 
methods where the stage values at the previous step do not appear in the computation of the stage 
values at the current step, makes it possible to construct high-order methods with relatively few 
stages. Also, the free parameters can be used to improve the stability properties of the methods. 
On the other hand, the fact that past values are used complicates the implementation f the method. 
In this paper we will discuss some implementation issues such as estimation of the local error 
and changing the stepsize for two-step Runge-Kutta methods. 
We will represent the method (2) by the following table of the coefficients: 
w T 
where 
U 
A 
= [U I , . . . ,Us ]  T , U = [VI,...,Us] T, W = [WI,...,Ws] T, 
= [a,j]sj=l, B = [b,j]isj:,. 
Setting 
rE°  = rsE,q 
f (y[ , ] )  = [f(y/ ,])  . . . . .  f(y~,] )]T, 
the method (2) can be written in more compact form as 
yM = uy,_~ + (e - u)y, + h(A f (Y  E"-I]) + B f(Y["])), 
Yn+, = tlYn-1 + (1  - -  t l)y n + h(vT f (Y  [n-l]) + wT f(Y["])), 
where e = [1,..., 1]Tc~ *, n = 1,2, . . . ,N - 1. 
To guarantee the zero stability of the method it is necessary to require that -1  < q ~< 1. For 
simplicity and without loss of generality, we will always assume q = 0. Then the method reduces to 
yM = uy,_l + (e - u)y, + h(A f ( Y ["-1]) + B f ( YM) ), (3) 
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Y.+I ---- Yn + h(vT f(Y["- I ] )  + wT f(ytn]))  • (4) 
The order conditions for this method were derived in [14] using the modification of Albrecht 
approach presented in [1]. Define le(Xn+l), the local discretization error of the external stage Yn+l of 
the method (3), (4), as the residual obtained by replacing in (4) the quantities y.+l ,Yn, f (Y  In-l]) and 
f (y[ . ] )  by the exact values of the solution y(x.+l ) ,y(x.),y'(x._l  + ch) and y'(x. + ch), respectively. 
This yields 
y(x.+ l ) = y(x. ) + hvT yt (xn_ l + ch ) + hwT j (xn + ch ) + le(X.+l ), (5) 
where 
C = [e l , . . .  ,Cs] T, 
y(x. + ch ) = [y(x. + Clh),.. . ,y(x. + csh )] T. 
Similarly, let le(X.+l ) be the local discretization error at the stage values, defined as the residual 
obtained by replacing in (3) the quantities Y. - I ,Y . ,  f (yf . - l ] )  and f(Y["]) by the exact values of 
the solution. This yields 
y'(x.+l + ch) = uy(x. - i  ) + (e - u)y(x.)  + hvyyt(Xn_l + ch) 
+hwTy'(x.  + ch) + le(x.+l ). (6) 
Using Taylor expansions around x., we obtain 
oo 
le(xn+, ) = Z CJ yO)(xn)hj (7) 
j--1 
and 
ie(x.+l ) = ~ Cjy(J)(x. )h j, (8) 
j= l  
with 
(,0 D'~i--I ci--I 
I _ I.)T ~__-_ w...l - wT  - 
d~ = ~ (i - 1)! (i - 1)!' (9) 
c i (--1)iu (c -- e) i-1 c i-1 
C,--- i! i! A ( i -  1)! B( i -  1)~" (10) 
The method is said to have order of consistency p if 
le(Xn+l ) = (-9(h p+I ), 
and stage order of consistency q if 
ie(x.+l ) = O(h q+l ) 
uniformly in n as h --~ 0. 
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In this paper we will consider only the cases q- -  p and q -- p - 1. It follows from (7) and (8) 
that, in order for the method to have order of consistency p and stage order of consistency p -  1, 
the following conditions need to be satisfied: 
and 
C i=0,  i - -  1 . . . . .  p 
C i=0,  i=  1 , . . . ,p -  1. 
In the case q = p the additional condition Cp = 0 needs to be fulfilled as well. 
Given the zero stability of the method, it can be easily shown that, in both cases, q = p and 
q -- p - 1, if the error at the initial gridpoints x0 and x~ is of order p, then the global error of the 
stage values, as well as the global error at the gridpoints, is of order p. To simplify the exposition, 
in what follows, order of consistency and stage order of consistency will be denoted simply by order 
and stage order. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the stepsize changing strategy 
using Nordsieck technique and the derivation of approximations of order p to y(x,) ,h,+ly'(x,)  . . . . .  
hP "(P)tx ~ These approximations are instrumental in computing rescaled quantities Yn--1 and n+l . ,  v ~, n j .  
f (~t , -q )  corresponding to Xn-l and a new stepsize h,+l = Xn+l -x , .  In Section 3 we examine 
the form of the local error of TSRK with q = p or q = p - 1. In Section 4 we obtain computable 
estimates of the local errors of these methods for fixed and variable stepsizes. In Section 5 we 
describe the construction of continuous interpolants. These interpolants can be expressed in terms 
of quantities already computed by the method. In Section 6 we discuss implementation issues for a 
TSRK with p--q----4 and s = 3. Finally, in Section 7 supporting numerical experiments are presented 
and discussed. 
2. Changing stepsize using Nordsieck technique 
Consider a nonnecessarily uniform grid x0 < x~ < .-. < XN, X N ~ X ,  and define hn = Xn --Xn-l, 
n = 1,2 . . . . .  N. Assume that ytn-q, Yn are already computed using the stepsize h, =x ,  --Xn-1 and 
we would like to proceed from x, to Xn+l with a new stepsize hn+l = X,+l -x ,  chosen according 
to some step-changing strategy. To this end we need to find an approximation Y,-l, corresponding 
to the point x, - hn+l, and f (~["-q) ,  corresponding to the stage va lues  Yi [n-ll at x n - -  hn+ 1 -~- ¢ihn+l, 
i= l , . . . , s .  
In this paper we will use the Nordsieck technique, first proposed in the context of linear multistep 
methods [16] and extended to DIMSIMs in [7], to accomplish this task. A different approach based 
on construction of TSRK directly on nonuniform meshes was examined in [15]. 
Let 
Z(xn-1 ) = [hny'(xn-1 ), . . . ,  hPn +t y(p+l)(Xn-I )]T, ( 1 1 ) 
and assume f (~, -21)= y ' (x , _ l -  h, +ch , )+ C(hPn) has alreadybeen computed. To obtain a formula 
for Y,-1 and f (~f f - l j )  we will first derive approximations to Z(Xn-1) of the form 
Z(X,_l)= Vh, f  ( Y t"-z~) + Whnf ( Y In-l]) q- (9(hp+l), (12) 
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where V, W E ~(p+l)×s. Introducing the matrices 
G= e,c , . . . ,  (13) 
and 
(c--e)P] 
G = e,c - e .... ' - -~ . t  j (14) 
of dimension s x (p + 1 ), where c p stands for componentwise exponentiation, we have, using Taylor 
expansions around Xn_l, 
h, f  ( Y [~-11) = GZ(xn_  1 ) ÷ (9(hn p+I ) (15) 
and 
h , f ( ?  ["-21) = GZ(xn-1 ) + (9(h p+I ). (16) 
Substituting (15) and (16) into (12) yields 
Z(x._l  ) = [ V G + WG]Z(xn_I ) + e(  h p+I ). 
Hence, the matrices V and W must satisfy 
VG + WG =/p+l, (17) 
where Ip+l is the identity matrix of dimension p + 1. Let 
1 1 
11 . . . .  
2! p! 
1 
01 1 . . .  
V = (p - 1)! 
000- - -  1 
and 
D = diag(6,..., t~ p+1 ), • = h,+l/h,. 
We then have 
(QI'I~P +2 h,+l f (y(x ,  - h,+l + chn+l)) GDTZ(x,_])  + ~",+t )
and 
y(Xn -- h.+l) = Y.-1 + AZ(xn_] ) + ¢(hP+l ). 
with 
A -- [(1 - a), (1 - ~)2 (1 - 6)P+' ] 
[ 2~'""  (p+ i~ J" 
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(~(l~P+2 "~The scaled quantities ~n_~,hn+lf(Y En-~J) are then obtained by omitting the ~"n+~ ) and (9(hP+~) 
terms in the above formulas and replacing Z(Xn-1) by the approximation i (12), where again we 
(Q p+l neglect he term (h, ). This leads to 
hn+l f (}  r[n-'] ) = ~DT(Vhnf(~r n-2~) + Whnf(y[n- I ] ) )  (18) 
and 
f~n-1 = y,-1 + A(Vhnf (Y  In-z1) + Whnf(Y["-l[)), 
n=2, 3,. . .  ,N, h2f(Yf° l )=h2f(YI°]) ,  with V and W satisfying the condition (17). Once hn+lf(~ "En-1]) 
and )~n-~ are obtained, a new step from xn to xn+~ is then computed using the formulae 
yen] = uy,_,  + (e - U)yn + hn+,(A f ( '~ z[n-'j) + B f(yEn])), 
Yn+, = Yn + hn+,(vT f (Y  In-'l) + wT f(YEn])). 
Note that if 3= 1, i.e. if no stepsize changing is performed, then )3,_~ =Yn-1. In addition to condition 
(17), we also require in this case that the scaled quantity hn+lf(Y En-ll) be identical to h,+lf(Y[n-11). 
This yields the conditions 
GTV = O, GTW = Is, (19) 
where 0 stands for the zero matrix of dimension s and Is for the identity matrix of dimension s. Note 
that GT----G and thus the above conditions (19) reduce to GV = 0 and GW = Is. Furthermore, the 
condition (17) implies (GV)G + (GW)G = G; hence, assuming the ci are distinct, that is, assuming 
G has maximum rank, if either one of the conditions (19) is satisfied, the other is automatically 
satisfied as well. 
We now want to analyze how many conditions we need to impose on the matrices V and W in 
order to satisfy the system (17) and the compatibility conditions (19). 
Assume s ~< p ÷ 1 and let m = p ÷ 1 - s. Let L denote the leading principal submatrix of G of 
dimension s and denote by G~ the columns of G. Let 
- L -  1Gs+i 
0 
(7i = 1 
0 
i = I , . . . ,  m, ai E R p+l, where the 1 is in the (s + i)th position• Then Gai = 0 ,  i ---- 1 , . . . ,  m. 
Let 
V : ~ ~7 i V s+i 
i=l 
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and 
with 
m 
V TM (~. W s+i w =L + , 
i=1 
i 
and V i and W i the ith row of V and W, respectively. V and W obviously satisfy the compatibility 
conditions GV = 0 and GW = Is. Furthermore, we have 
i=1 
with LG = Ip+] - [0,..., 0, oh,..., o-m]. If we now impose the (p + 1) × m conditions ViG + WiG = 
e~, i = s + 1,..., p + 1, ei E ~P+~, the system (17) is satisfied. We therefore need to satisfy 2s 2 + 
(p + 1 ) × (p + 1 - s )  conditions. Since we have 2s × (p + 1) free parameters,  and p need to 
satisfy the inequality 
2s × (p+ 1) >~ 2S 2 +(p+ 1) × (p+ 1 - s )  
or  
½(P+l )~<s~<p+l .  
A remark is due about the stability of this procedure. The Nordsieck technique does not influence 
the zero stability of the method but it does change its A-stability properties. It is usually the case that 
the stability interval obtained in the constant case need be reduced when implementing in variable 
mode. How this interval needs to be changed is function of the method, the matrices V and W and 
the ratio of the stepsize 6. To analyze the A-stability properties of  the method we writeit, together 
with the Nordsieck technique, in the following form. Let V = GDTV, W = GDTW,  ~ = A V, ~ = A W 
where A = A/5 and D = D/6. Then 
f (~[ . - , ] )  = ~f (~[n-2] )  ÷ ~f(yt . - l ] ) ,  
Y["] = U~n_ , + (e - u)y,  + h,+l(A f (Y  [n-ll) + B f(Y["])),  
-Yn--I = Y,-] + zTh,+lf(~["-2]) + wh,+lf (Y["- l l ) ,  
Yn+l = Yn ÷ hn+l(vY f(~[n- l ] )  ÷ w'r f(Y[" l)) .  (20) 
Consider now the test equation y' = 2y and let z = 2h,+1. Introducing the vector 
% = [?On-U, r t<,  y. ,  
120 
we can write (20) as 
P/n = d21~.~. -1 ,  
where 
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I 0 0 0 O- 
- zA  (I - zB) -u  u - e O 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 
- zv  T - zw T 0 0 1 
~n z 
V W000 
0 0 000  
z~ z~ 0 1 0 
0 0001 
0 0 001  
Hence, at step n, in order to guarantee stability, we need the matrix Mn- -d~- l~n to be power 
bounded. After eliminating the zero eigenvalue the power boundedness of M, reduces to the power 
boundedness of the matrix M given by 
with 
0 ] 
= I M22 Cu C(e -  u) (21) 
0 0 1 ' 
[M41 M42 zwVCu 1 + zwTC(e -  U) 
M21 = zCA ~" + zCu~, 
M22 = zCA W + zCu#, 
m41 : z2wY CA P -+- zv y V -k z2wT Cuv, 
M42 z 22wT CAW + zI)T w A~ zZwT Cu~, 
and C = (I - zB) -1. Note that for z "small enough", the boundedness of the matrix M is governed 
by the power boundedness of V, but it is difficult to give a precise definition of "small enough". 
A clarifying example of this will be given in Section 6 where a three-stage method of order 4 and 
stage order 4 will be constructed together with the matrices V and W for the stepsize changing. 
3. Error analysis 
In this section we will perform an error analysis for both the constant and nonconstant case. This 
error analysis will be necessary in order to implement the estimate of the local error in Section 4. 
Consider first the constant stepsize case. The following theorem holds. 
Theorem 1. Assume the method (3 ) - (4 )  has order p and stage order q = p or q = p - 1. Let  
Y,+I - -  y(Xn+l ) = q~(Xn+l ), 
f (y[ . ] )  _ f (y (x .  + ch)) = #(x. + oh) + (9(h p+l ). 
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Then 
(p(Xn+l)=(l%-hwTe~y(y(Xn)))~p(Xn)%-hvTe(p(Xn_l)~y(y(Xn))%-(pp(Xn+,)%-(-9(hP+2), (22) 
where ~Op(Xn+l ), the local error at x.+l, is given by 
q) p(Xn+ 1) = C p+l y(P+l )(xn )h p+I (23) 
i f  q = p and 
q)p(Xn+l ) = (alp+ 1 y(p+l )(X n ) %- (V %- w)T Cpy(P)(Xn)~y(y(x n )))h p+I (24) 
if q = p - 1. Moreover, 
#(x. + ch ) = egp(x.)~y(y(x.) ) (25) 
i f  q = p and 
#(xn %- ch ) = ( ed?(Xn ) + Cp y(P)(xn )hP )~y ( y(Xn ) ) (26) 
i f  q=p-1 .  
Proof. We will prove the theorem in the case q = p - 1 since the case q = p follows immediately 
by setting Cp = O. It follows from (7) and (8) and the assumptions on order and stage order that 
le(x.+l ) = Cp+ ly (p+l)(x.)h p+1%- (9(h p+2 ), 
le(Xn+l ) = Cpy(P)(xn)hP %- (~(h p+I ), 
and 
y~n] _ y(x. + ch) = u~(x.- i  ) + (e - u)d~(x.) + hA#(x._i + ch) 
+hB#(xn + ch) + Cpy(P)(xn)h p + (9(h p+I ) (27) 
~b(Xn+ 1 ) = ~)(Xn) AV hvT#(Xn_I Jr- ch) %- hwTf(Xn %- oh) %- Cp+ly(p+l)(xn)h p+1%- (9(hp+2). (28) 
Since the stage values are approximations of order p, and q~(x.)--~p(Xn-l)+ (9(hp+l), (27) reduces 
to 
y[n] __ y(xn + ch) = eO(xn ) + Cpy(P)(xn)h p %- (9(h p+I ) 
which, together with 
- f (y (x .  %- ch)) = (y[.l _ y(x. %- eh))~y(y(x .  %- ch)) %- (9(h p+I ), f (yt .~) 
yields (26). 
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Substitute (26) into (28) to get 
~b(Xn+l ) ---- ~(Xn) -'k hvT(edp(xn-1 ) -'k Cpy(P)(Xn_l )hP)~y(y(Xn_l q- ch)) 
+hwY ( e~)(Xn ) -1- Cp y(P)(xn )hP )~y ( y(Xn "[-ch))+ C p+l y(p+ l)(xn )h p+ I --[- (fl(hp+2), 
and using Taylor series expansions around xn for y(P)(xn_l) and (Vf/Vy)(y(x,_l + ch)) we obtain 
(22) and (24). [] 
Consider now the variable stepsize case. The following theorem holds. 
Theorem 2. Assume the method (3)-(4)  of order p and stage order q = p - 1 is implemented 
in variable stepsize mode using Nordsieck technique. Let 4)(x~+1 ) and #(x. + ch.+l ) be defined as 
in Theorem 1, and ~(x._] + ch.+l ) the corresponding principal part of the error for the scaled 
quantity f (~t. - l l )  defined in (18). Assume the conditions 
and 
Ve = 0 (29) 
VCp = O, GDTWCp = 6p+l Cp (30) 
hold. Then 
T Of ~b(Xn+l)= (1 + hn+lW efffy(y(x.))) O(x.) 
+ + q'-hn+lVT e~)(Xn_a C(hp+2), 
where the local error ~Op(Xn+l ) at x.+l is given by 
(pp(Xn+ 1) Cp+ly(p+l)(x.) -f- (v -~- w)YCpy(P)(x.) (y(x.)) .+1" 
Moreover, 
#(x, + ch~+l ) = (eq~(x~) + Cpy(P)(x,)hP+l )~y(y(xn)) 
and 
p Of 
[A(Xn-I -~- Chn+l ) = (e~(Xn-1) -k Cpy(P)(xn-1 )hn+ 1 )~y(y(Xn-I )). 
Proof. By Taylor expansion around Xn and from the order conditions we have 
le(Xn+l ) = Cp+l .v"(P+l)gx\ nJt'n+l~LP+l AV(9t'hP+2~. n l ), 
= ~t'hP+l le(Xn+l) CpT(P)(xn)hnPl q- ', n+l ), 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
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with le(x.+l ) and le(x.+l ) given by (7) and (8), respectively. Moreover, 
Y["] - y(xn + ch,,+l ) = eO(xn) + hn+lAfi(xn-1 + ch,,+l ) + hn+lBI,t(xn + chn+l )
(P) P {O(1,P +1 +Cpy (xn)hn+l + ':~."n+l ), (35) 
dp(x.+l ) = q~(x.) + h.+lvT ~(x._l + ch.+l ) + hn+lWT ~(Xn + chn+l )
^ ]/aP+l (QfI~p+2"~ (36) +CpY(p+l)(xn."'n+l + ~,"n+l 7 
and, similarly to the constant stepsize case, (33) follows from the fact that p(x. + ch.+l) and 
~(x._l + ch.+l ) are of order p. Eq. (34) can be proved by induction, showing 
fi(xj_l + chj+l) = (e(o(Xj_l) + Cpy(P)(xj_l))hP+l)~y(y(xj_l)), j = 1 .... ,n. 
If j = 1, the assumption follows from (26) since no stepsize changing is performed. Assume is true 
fo r j=n-1 .  Then 
hnf ( } tIn-z] ) ~- GZ(xn-I ) + h.(e(p(xn_2 ) + Cpy(P)(xn_z)hP)~y(y(Xn_2 )) + (~(h p+2 ). 
Also, from (33) 
P c3f h. f  ( Y ["-']) = GZ(xn_l ) + h.(edp(X._l ) + Cpy(P)(Xn_l )h n )~y(y(Xn_ 1))h n + (~(hp+2).  
Substituting in (18) we have 
h.+, f(~[n-']) = GDV2(Xn_l ) + GDVV(e(o(x._2 )h. + Cpy(P)(x._2 )h p+~ ) ~fv (y(x._ 2 )) 
p+l Of )h. + + e(h;.+2). 
Observe that (29) together with (17) imply We=el with e l=( l ,0 , . . . ,0 )  T E ~.  Moreover, GDTe~ = 
6e, and the induction follows from conditions (29) and (30). Substituting (33) and (34) into 
(36) and using Taylor expansions around x. for y(P)(x._l) and (Of/Oy)(y(x._l)), (31) and (32) 
follow. [] 
The case q = p can be immediately derived from the case q = p - 1 by setting Cp -- 0. The 
following theorem holds. 
Theorem 3. Assume the method (3) - (4)  of order p and stage order q = p is implemented in
variable stepsize mode using the Nordsieck technique. Let (9(x.+1) and #(xn + chn+l ), be defined 
as in Theorem 1, and ~(X._l + chn+l ) the corresponding principal part of the error for the scaled 
quantity f(~.~n-~l), defined by (18). Assume (29) holds. Then (31) holds, where the local error 
qgp(X.+1 ) at X.+l is given by 
1 "(P+I)fx "~hP+l (37) q~p(X~+l) = p+ / ~ nJ ~+l" 
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Moreover, 
af  I~(x. + ch.+, ) = ec~(x. )~-(y(x .  )) 
oy 
(38) 
and 
~(Xn-1 -~ chn+l ) = eflp(Xn-I )~y (y(x.-I )). (39) 
In order to satisfy condition (29), after solving (17) and (19) we only need to solve m= p+ 1 - s  
m additional equations. Since Ve = ~i=1 ai(VS+ie), solving V~+ie = 0 for i = 1 . . . . .  m guarantees that 
this condition is satisfied. Hence, s and p need to satisfy 
2s × (p+ 1) ~> 2s 2 + (p + 2)(p + 1 - s )  
or  
½(p + 2) ~<s ~< p+ 1 
in the case q = p. In the case q = p - 1 an additional 2s conditions need to be satisfied and the 
matrices V and W will depend on the ratio of the stepsize 6. This is definitely a drawback compared 
to the case q = p. 
4. Estimation of the local error 
In this section we will construct estimates for the local error defined in the previous section, which 
involve only linear combinations of values already computed. 
In the constant stepsize case the following theorem holds. 
Theorem 4. Assume that the method (3), (4) has order p and stage order q = p. Then the local 
error ~pp(x~+l) at x~+l ffiven by (23) can be estimated by the formula 
~Op(X.+, ) = hflTf(YE<) + hfl~f(Y["-1]) + (9(hp+2), (40) 
where the vectors ill, f12 E ~s satisfy the systems of equations 
~T i--t i c + f lT (c  - -  e )  i - I  = O, i = 1 , . . . ,  p,  
Cp - -  e )P  , p! + flT(  -pf _ 
with Cp+l given by (9). 
Proof. It follows from (25) that 
hf (Y  In]) = hy'(xn + ch) + #(xn + eh)h + (~(hp+2), 
(41) 
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where #(x. + ch ) = eck(x. )( O f / S y )( y(x. ) ). Defining 
Z(xn ) = [h J (x. ),..., h p+I y(p+l)(x. )]T, (42) 
and using Taylor expansion around xn, we obtain 
h f (Y  ["]) = GZ(x.) + 12(x. + ch)h + C(hp+2), 
h f ( Y ["-ll) = GZ(x.) + #(Xn_ 1~- ch )h + (_9(hp+2), 
with G and G given by (13) and (14), respectively. Substituting these expressions in (40) we have 
q)p(X.+,) = (flTG + fl~O)Z(x.) + (fl~ + fl~)edp(x.)~y(y(x.))h + C(h p+2) 
= IflTe + fl~e, ..., Pl RTcpp] -~- fl2T( e --e)P]p! ] Z(x,)+ (fit + fl~)edp(Xn)~y(y(x,))h + C(hP+2). 
Finally, a comparison of powers of h yields the system (41). [] 
Theorem 4 can be easily generalized to the variable stepsize case. The following theorem holds. 
Theorem 5. Assume that the method (3), (4) of order p and stage order q = p is implemented in 
a variable stepsize mode using Nordsieck technique. Then the local error ~pp(Xn+l) at xn+l, given 
by (37), can be estimated by the formula 
(pp(x.+l) = h.+~flTf(Y["]) + h.+~fl~f(Y ["-1]) + (_9(h p+2"~ n+l J,  (43) 
where the scaled quantity hn+lf(Y E"-l]) is given by (18), the matrices V and W satisfy the con- 
ditions (17), (19) and (29), and the vectors [31,[32 E ~ satisfy the system of equations 
(ill + flz)Te = O, 
fiT ci-' + f l f (e -e )  i- l=O, i=2, . . . ,p ,  
fiT cp - -  e )P ,p! 
with Cp+l given by (9). 
Proof. Letting 
Z(X.) = [hn+lY(X.), hP +1 .,(p+I)C.. "oT 
• • " , '~n+l  .Y  k '~n. l ]  , 
we have, using (38) and (39), 
Of hn+,f(r ["]) = GZ(x.) + eq)(x.)-ff-fiy(y(x.))h.+, + e(hp+2), 
8 f  hn+,f(? In-l]) = GZ(xn) q- edp(X._l )-~y (y(x._, ))h.+, + C(hp+2), 
(44) 
(45) 
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with G and G given by (13) and (14), respectively. Substituting the above expressions into (43) 
leads to 
r Of (pp(X,+, )= (t~G + t~G)2(x,) + il edp(x,)~y(y(Xn))h,+l 
V ~f (_9(hP+2"~ +t2 e(a(Xn-1 )~-T(y(x,_l))h,+l + . ,+, , 
. . . .  , i  1 p! "-~-i T(C p[ j 
-_e)P l 2(x°) 
~y (~ h p+2 "~ +(ill + i2)Te~p(Xn) (y(Xn))h.+, + (_.+, j. 
The system (44) results from a comparison of powers of h. [] 
In the constant stepsize case and for q = p -  1 the following theorem holds. 
Theorem 6. Assume that the method (3), (4) has order p and stage order q = p - 1. 
local error qOp(X,+l ) at X,+l, 9iven by (24), can be estimated by the formula 
~Op(X,+, ) = h l~f(Y  [~1) + hf i f f(Y E"-'I) + (_9(hp+2), 
where ill, f12 ~ ~s, satisfy the system of equations 
tT i--1 lc + t~(c -e )  i-l =0,  i=  1, . . . ,p,  
C p -- e)P 
iTT., + 12 (c pi -d . ,  
(ill -~ i2)T Cp = (V -~ w)TCp, 
with Cp and Cp+l 9iven by (10) and (9), respectively. 
Proof. Using (26) and substituting 
h f(Y ["]) = GZ(x.) + Cp~y(y(x.))y(P)(x.)h p+' + e~y(y(x.))(a(xn)h + (.O(hp+2), 
of hf(Y  ["-l]) = GZ(xn) + Cp (y(Xn))y(pI(xn)h p+I + e~y(y(xn))~)(xn)h + (9(hp+2), 
with G, G and Z(xn) given by (13), (14) and (42), respectively, into (46) we obtain 
qO p(Xn+~ ) =(i~ G + iTz G)Z(xn ) + (t~ + i2 )T Cp~-~f.(y(Xn ) )Y(P)(Xn )hp+l 
uy 
Then the 
(46) 
(47) 
+(ill + fi2)Te~y(y(x.))(O(X~ )h p+I ~- (~(h p+2 )
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' + + f i ( c  Z(x.) + (fiT fl~)Cp (y(x.))y(P)(x.)h p+' 
+(ill + fi2)T e~y(y(x.))dp(xn)h p+' + U(hp+2), 
and the system (47) follows by comparing powers of h. [] 
The following theorem holds in the variable stepsize case. 
Theorem 7. Assume that the method (3), (4) of order p and stage order q = p - 1 is implemented 
in a variable stepsize mode using Nordsieck technique. Then the local error ~Op(Xn+l ) at X.+l, given 
by (32), can be estimated by the formula 
q~ p(X.+l ) = h~+,flT f ( Y [~1) + h~+,fl~ f ( Y [~-']) + (9( hZ~ ), (48) 
where the scaled quantity hn+lf(Y ["-1]) is given by (18), the matrices V and W satisfy conditions 
(17), (19), (29) and (30), and the vectors fll,fl2 ~ ~s satisfy the system of equations 
(ill + flz)Te = O, 
/~T i--l l c +f l~(c- -ey -1 =0,  i=2 , . . . .p ,  
fl Tcp - e)P -- (~p+l, ' p! + fl p! 
(fit + fiT)cp = (V + w)TCp, (49) 
with Cp and Cp+l given by (10) and (9), respectively. 
Proof. Using (33) and (34) and substituting 
~f  ( )  p+l ~f  O(hp+2.~ h.+,f(Y M) = GZ(x.) + Cp-~-fy(y(x.))y p (x.)h.+, + e~y(y(x.))$(x.)h.+, + . .+~ ,, 
~y ~l'P+l ~ fh.+lf(Y ["-1]) = GZ(x.) + Cp (y(xo_,))y(P)(x._l,...+l + e~y(y(x._,))(~(X._l )h.+, + (Q(hp+2), 
with G, G and Z(x~) given by (13), (14) and (45), respectively, into (48) we obtain 
~/~p+l ~Op(X.+l) = (fl~G + flfG)Z(x.) + (fiT + fif)Cp (y(x.))y(P)(x.,...+, 
+(flT e~(x._l ) + flfedp(x.) )~y(y(x.)  h.+l + U(hPf~ ). 
Comparing powers of h leads to the system (49). [] 
Experimentally, in all the cases considered in this section, better results are obtained if the con- 
dition (ill + fl2)Te = 0 is replaced by riTe = 0 and fife = 0. This amounts to annihilate separately the 
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terms in the principal part of the errors of f (~l , -1 j )  and f(yE, l)  given by e(Of/Oy)(y(xn_l ))cp(x,_l ) 
and e(Of/Qy)(y(x,))(9(x,), respectively. 
5. Construction of interpolants 
We will consider interpolants of the form 
s 
tl(Xn Jr Ohn+l ) = Yn + hn+l Z(v j (O) f (Y )  n-l]) + wj(O)f(YjM)), (50) 
j=l 
hn+~ = X,+l -x , ,  n = O, 1,. . . ,  N, 0 E [0, 1], where r/is an approximation to the solution y of uniform 
order p and 
v(O) = [v,(0), v2(O) , . . . ,  vs(0)] T, 
w(  O) = (0 ) ,  w2( O), . . . , ws(0)] T. 
It will always be assumed that v(1) = v and w(1) = w, where v and w are defined by the method 
(3), (4), so that r/(x, + h,+l) = Yn+l. Moreover, we will always assume that v(0) = 0, w(0) = 0 in 
order to assure the continuity of the interpolant q. 
The following theorem then holds. 
Theorem 8. Assume that the method (3), (4) has order p and stage order q = p - 1. Then q 
approximates y with uniform order p if  and only if  
e Oz : 1 +zwT(O)e cz +zvT(O)e (c-e)z + (-9(z p+I) as z ~ O. (51) 
Proof. Using Taylor series expansion around x, we obtain 
p+l ck-I 
h.+l/(y j . l )  = ~ y(k)(x" ~ J h k (_gtl, p+l " ~  n+l -'~ \t'n+l ), (52)  
k=l 
p+l k - I  
hn+,f(yJn_l] ) ~ a(k)(v .(Cj~-__I_)___ .]ak AC \'~n+l )" = (9 ~t,p+l" (53) 
k z: l : ( k -  1)! "n+l 
Consider now the difference y(x, + Oh,+l ) - ~l(x, + Oh,+1 ). Expanding y(x, + Oh,+l ) into Taylor series 
around x,, substituting (52) and (53) into (50) and collecting powers of h,+~ yields 
ok ck-' -T,,~, (c -- e)k-1 '~ (gtaP+l 
k=l ~" - -wT(O) ( i : i ) !  v iv ) ( lc : -~l . .  ) Y(k'(x,)h~+, = v' ,+l)  
and it follows that 
C k-I vT(o)(C -- e)k--I O k 
wT(O)(k--1)~ + (k - l ) !  -k ! '  k= l  . . . . .  p. 
Multiplying the above equations by z, zZ,... ,z p and adding the resulting relations we obtain (51). 
This completes the proof. [] 
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6. Example  o f  TSRK with s = 3, p = q = 4 
In this section we will construct an explicit three-stage method of order 4 and stage order 4. 
We solve the conditions C~ = 0, i = 1,2, 3 with respect o the matrix A, the conditions Ct, i = 1,2, 3 
with respect o the vector v, and C a = 0 with respect o wl. By setting c~ = 0, ul = 0 and solving 
with respect o b2~ and b31 we obtain Ca = 0. The family of methods we obtain has order 4 and 
stage order 4 and depends on the parameters w2, w3, c2, c3, u2, u3 and b32. Choosing u2 = 0 and u3 = 0 
sets one eigenvalue of the stability matrix to zero so that the stability polynomial of the resulting 
family of methods takes the form 
p(y,z)  = ySps(z) + y4pa(z ) -k y3p3(z) + y2p2(z) + ypl(z)  
with pi(z) polynomials in z of degree at most 3. To further simplify the stability analysis we set 
the coefficients of z in p~(z) to zero and solve the resulting equation for b32. Performing a computer 
search on the parameters Wz,W3, c2, c3 we found a method whose interval of stability is given by 
(-2.66, 0]. The coefficients of this method are given by the tableau 
0 0 0 0 
1799 22561 42 973 
1600 12480 16320 
0 0 0 
688 457 
1060800 
0 0 
33062847 27495207 3753 0897 4772581467 8901 
0 0 
67188800 3493 8176 32 634560 14 848724 800 209965 
341 232 304 
42 21 17 
233 
2 -2  
102 
0 
with c = (0, 7,  3)T.  For comparison purposes we consider the "classical" fourth order Runge Kutta 
method given by the tableau 
0 
1 1 
1 1 
g o g 
1 0 0 1 
1 1 1 1 
6 3 3 6 
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The stability interval of the above method is given by (-2.785, 0]. Before the two intervals can be 
fairly compared, they must be scaled to allow for the different amount of computational effort being 
done at each step. A common way to scale is to divide by the number of derivative evaluations 
performed at each step. With this scaling, the stability interval for the TSRK method becomes 
(-0.887, 0] and for the RK method (-.696, 0]; hence the TSRK method is more effective for mildly 
stiff problems. However, for a more general measure of stability we consider also the average 
radius of the stability region. Let z = re i°, where r ~> 0 and re/2 ~< 0 ~< re, and let R(O) denote 
the stability interval along the ray e i°. The average radius of the stability region can be defined 
as 
2f  ~ = R(O)dO. R~ ~ /2 
The values of R~ are 2.7888 for the RK method and 1.6841 for the TSRK method. With the scaling 
2.7888 and 1.6841 become 0.679 and 0.561 so that the RK can be considered slightly more efficient. 
We should however emark that the above stability analysis is done in the constant stepsize case. 
As shown later in this section, the stability properties of the method are modified by the stepsize 
changing. 
In order to change stepsize using Nordsieck technique we compute the matrices V and W solving 
the system (17) and the compatibility conditions (19). For the error estimate we also need to satisfy 
the condition (29). We will not solve, at first, this condition, since we want to show how the 
appropriate choice of the matrices V and W can influence the stability of the method. Solving (17) 
and (19) yields two family of matrices V and W depending on the two parameters w4~ and ws~. For 
the sake of brevity they are not listed here. We first set the two parameters w4~ and ws1 arbitrarily 
to zero. This yields the matrices 
V = 
0 0 0 
200 111 77 
207 64 32 
24 800 1745 515 
1449 56 12 
320000 2025 575 
4347 14 3 
1280000 3000 2000 
4347 7 3 
W = 
1 0 0 
200 3389 48 181 
21 2016 4416 
800 5065 29 165 
21 252 552 
1175 3225 
0 
0 
27 46 
2000 3000 
27 23 
The method together with the above matrices V and W will be referred to as Method 1. 
We now use the two free parametersto solve the condition (29). This condition sets to zero one 
of the eigenvalues of the matrix V = GDTV, which appears in (21), and therefore it is expected 
to improve the stability properties of the method. We will see that this is indeed the case. Solving 
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(29) yields 
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V = 
0 0 0 
529 1371 2429 
1163 2326 2326 
190 600 83 945 63 205 
24423 8141 3489 
223 200 335 400 79800 
8141 8141 1163 
1600000 1704000 472000 
8141 8141 1163 
W = 
1 0 0 
197 509 21 387 65 597 
24423 16282 6978 
291400 109145 88405 
24423 8141 3489 
1056800 624600 240200 
8141 8141 1163 
320000 168000 488000 
1163 1163 1163 
The corresponding method will be referred to as Method 2. In Fig. 1 we have plotted the limit 
of the stability interval of the two methods. This limit has been obtained by plotting the level curve 
one of the spectral radius of the matrix M given by (21) in function of z and 6. It can be easily 
seen that, for Method 1, even for 6 very close to unity, M is not power bounded anymore. We have 
performed some numerical experiments with Method 1, implementing it on the test problem from 
Section 7, and the numerical results are in perfect agreement with the theoretical results. For Method 
2, as we can see, we have an improvement compared to the previous case. In this case, if we restrict 
the stability interval to (-0.6,0] and use 0 < 6 < 1.75 as long as 121h,+l < 0.6, then (z, 6) will be 
inside the power boundedness region. From the numerical experiments we have performed we can 
see that the method behaves tably even if 6 is allowed to increase up to two. We remark that the 
above analysis refers to a single step of the method. The power boundedness of the matrix at step 
n does not imply power boundedness of the product of the matrices at each step, but it seems this 
analysis is the best that can be done here, since working with the norms of the matrices is definitely 
too restrictive. 
Next consider the estimation of the local error. The local error is given by Csy(5~(xn) (compare 
Theorem 3) and for this method Cs - ~1129 288 000" 
In order to find the coefficients for the error estimate (43) we need to solve the system (44) in 
the unknowns /31 E N3 and /32 E R 3. We have a free parameter and therefore, following the remark 
at the end of Section 4, we replace the condition (/3~ +/3~)e = 0 by fllve = 0 and/3~e = 0. Solving 
the system yields 
fll = [111290 77903 _ _  ~ ] T  
10467 ' 13956' 
790159 
/32 = ' 97692'  " 
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-3 -2 -1 0 -3 -2 -1 0 
z z 
Fig. 1. Limit of interval of stability as a function of 6 for Method 1 (left) and Method 2 (right). 
7. Numerical experiments 
In this section we present he results of numerical experiments using the Method 2 developed in 
Section 6. 
In these experiments we have used the problem 
y'(x) = 2(y - sin(px)) +/ t  cos(/oc), x E [a, b] --- [0, 20], (54) 
y(a) = 1, 
with exact solution y(x)= sin(px). Problems imilar to (54) were proposed, as a test class, in [17]. 
Our aim is to assess the quality of the error estimating procedure, in which the estimated error EST 
of the TSRK method is used as an approximation to the actual local error LE, and the step-control 
mechanism based on it. For comparison purposes we consider again the "classical" RK method 
introduced in Section 6. The local discretization error is given by 
28_180(/t3 cos(/zx)(/t2 + 1022) + 52/t2(622 _ ~2)sin(px)), (55) 
while the local error for the Method 2 developed in Section 6 is 
11 129 s 
2-8-8 0--0-~/~ cos(px). (56) 
A numerical comparison of (55) and (56) shows that, on average (say, over x E [0,20]), Method 2 
has a smaller local error than the "classical" RK method as soon as 121 >~ 1.51~ 1.Moreover, (56) is 
less than (55) for almost all x's if [21 ~> 31~1. 
The choice we are making for 2 and # in these experiments i  2 = -1.5 and/~ = 1. 
We have performed the following three experiments: 
Experiment 1. In this experiment, tolerances TOL= 10 -6, 10 -8, 10 -l° and 10 -~2 were used. For each 
value of TOL, an initial stepsize was selected in a preliminary experiment such that at the third step 
performed EST ~ ½TOL. 
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n-6 TOL= le -06  x 1 
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-0.5 
-1 
-1.5 
10 -8 TOL= le-08 
0 5 10 15 20 0 5 10 15 20 
1.5 
1 
0.5 
0 
-0.5 
-1 
0 
10-1o TOL= le-10 
o 
5 1'0 1'5 20 
xl,  
1 
0.50 1 
-0.5 
-1 
-1.5 
0 
)-12 TOL= le-12 
5 10 15 20 
Fig. 2. Numerical results for Experiment 1. 
After this step the stepsize was chosen adaptively. A step was accepted if and only if EST ~< TOL. 
Denote 
TOL "~ l/(p+l) 
r = 
After an accepted step, the stepsize for the following step was chosen as min(2, r)h. 
After a rejected step, the step was attempted again with stepsize max(0.5, r)h. 
The numerical results from this experiment are presented in Fig. 2, Here LE corresponds to the 
solid line and EST to the symbol '.'. 
Experiment 2. Rather than test the ability of the method to adjust h appropriately, as in Experiment 1, 
the aim here is to assess the ability of the TSRK method to estimate local truncation errors after 
an abrupt change in h. For the ratios RHO = 1.25, 1.5, 1.75 and 2.0, sequences of steps were carried 
out as follows: 
(i) 4 steps using an initial stepsize h0 
(ii) 4 steps using the stepsize RHOh0. 
This sequence of stepsizes was repeated until the point b----20 was reached, making a total of 
exactly 150 steps (ho is chosen as h0 = 4/15(1 + RHO)). 
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Fig. 3. Numerical results for Experiment 2. 
The numerical results from these experiments are presented in Fig. 3. In these figure LE corre- 
sponds to the solid line and EST to the symbol '.'. 
Experiment 3. As for Experiment 2, the aim here is to assess the quality of the error estimating 
formula subject to stepsize changes. However, the changes here are more frequent with increases 
followed by decreases occurring in rapid succession. Specifically, the first three steps are chosen as 
h0 =(b  - a)/N=20/N, with N = 150, i.e., h0 = 2,  and subsequent s eps are defined by hn+l =r(n)hn 
with 
r(n ) = RHO (- i)" sin(4nn/(b-a)) 
and RHO chosen as 1.25, 1.5, 1.75 and 2.0. 
The results from these experiments are displayed in Fig. 4. Here LE corresponds to the solid line 
and EST to the symbol '.'. 
In all three cases we can see that EST is a very reliable estimate of LE, even for very demanding 
stepsize patterns uch as the one in Experiment 3. 
We have also tested this method on many more test problems, and the results of these experiments 
are consistent with those presented above. 
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Fig. 4. Numerical results for Experiment 3. 
8. Concluding remarks 
As pointed out in the introduction the use of past information in the numerical method leads 
to implementation problems sometimes not easy to solve. We are looking for a cheap (in terms 
of computational cost) and reliable way to changing the stepsize and we believe the Nordsieck 
technique described here fulfills both requirements. In the case q - -p ,  the matrices V and W are 
computed once and for all before implementing the method since they are independent of the stepsize 
and no extra function evaluation is needed. This is unfortunately not the case if q = p -  1, since V 
and W must depend on the ratio of the stepsize in order for the error estimate to be computable. 
The error estimates implemented here are cheap since they involve only a linear combination of 
known quantities and, in view of the experiments performed, they also appear to be very reliable for 
nonstiff problems. The drawbacks come from the fact that the above techniques can be implemented 
only in the particular case when the stage order q and the order p of the method satisfy q -- p or 
q = p - 1. Furthermore, some conditions relating the number of stages to the order of the method 
are needed. Special care must also be paid in the analysis of the stability properties of the variable 
stepsize method. However, since high stage order methods are easier to derive (as far as solving 
the order conditions is concerned) and since they allow for dense output of the same order of the 
method without performing extra derivative valuations, we still believe the advantages of both the 
stepsize changing strategy and error estimate surpass the disadvantages mentioned above. 
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